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IN recent months we have been adding features to one 
of our main use cases for Mache – our open source 

cache solution for taming bottlenecks in grid appli-
cations. Mache is opening up exciting opportunities to 

dramatically improve network efficiency, clearing the 
way for more valuable big data applications.

JAMES BOWKETT & JAMIE DRUMMOND
EXCELLIAN

DATA GRIDLOCKS
MINIMISE

WITH MACHE
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WHY DID WE DEVELOP MACHE?

Financial services – particularly investment banks – 

have always relied heavily on large-scale compute 

grids. But recently, organisations have been switching 

from traditional in-memory data grids to NoSQL pro-

ducts with the scalability to process vast volumes of 

data quickly. 

Mache combines a scale-out NoSQL layer with a near 

cache to create a scalable platform that can be relied on 

to handle the most intensive data applications. In other 

words, Mache decouples applications from messaging 

and storage. And, with the addition of a new REST API, 

Mache makes storage perform less like a native databa-

se and more like a service. 

By separating the data layer, the local cache allows data 

sharing between processes. This in turn enables appli-

cations to adopt a more micro-services style architec-

ture. Consequently, by reducing database contention 

from competing applications, decoupling enables you 

to service more requests, thus reducing network load 

and congestion. However, it leaves the storage layer 

free for tuning by your application suite as required. 

DATA STORE REPLICAS

COMPUTE TASKS

COMPUTE NODE

Figure 1. Typical grid architecture.

Among the key benefits we see for Mache are its wide 

range of integrations. These include:

1.  Messaging and invalidation – it integrates equally well 

with Kafka, ActiveMQ/JMS and RabbitMQ

2.  Big data and storage – it has been tested with Cassan-

dra, Mongo DB and Couchbase

3.  Client platforms – a new REST interface allows Mache 

to serve value objects via JSON to virtually any client 

application stack. 

So let’s take a look at the issues around network latency 

and saturation in a little more detail.

NETWORK LATENCY

With a conventional grid architecture, the number of 

requests can overwhelm the network and increase 

latency.

Latency can be difficult to comprehend because ne-

twork workload and complexity can vary greatly. It is 

well understood that as the network load increases, the 

variation of data can also increase greatly and, as a re-

sult, the mean response time will also rise.

#
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Figure 2. Cache latency and invalidation performance rises as the number of connections grow.

NETWORK SATURATION

Network throughput is a finite resource. As we increase 

the number of cores in a grid, the amount of network 

bandwidth available to each core decreases. This is 

clearly illustrated in Figure 3, which displays the linear 

allocation of a 10 Gbit/s network (1.25 Gbyte/sec the-

oretical) across compute cores and the time needed 

to load 350Mb of data with increasing numbers of data 

store replicas. 

Figure 2 (next page) shows the impact on cache latency 

of increasing transactions in a local test environment. This 

data, often seen under stress test conditions, will not sur-

prise anyone who has measured loads in larger networks.

Common data access patterns have a large num-

ber of nodes. Therefore, by reducing the number of 

network requests by a factor of the number of tasks 

per node, caching can significantly reduce latency.
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HOW MACHE IMPROVES 
EFFICIENCY 

By reducing contention for bandwidth, Mache 

delivers multiple benefits.

• Reduce data duplication: Tasks within a grid node 

can query the local Mache service in any ac-

cess pattern required, helping to avoid databa-

se hot spots and the repeated need to send du-

plicate data across an overstretched network.

• Enable data sharing: Multiple processes within 

the same grid node can share the same data, 

negating the need to send the same data 

across the network more than once.

• Enhance data affinity: Because Mache can 

stay active between multiple job executions, 

with careful grid partitions, nodes can process 

the same data throughout the batch pipeline.

• Reduce queries: Because a larger subset of the 

dataset can be cached, tasks no longer use in-

dividual queries or require query optimisation.

• Improve scheduling: Mache provides existent 

caching across tasks, so demands on grid ban-

dwidth will be less ad hoc and can be better 

planned, for example, according to a refresh 

schedule.

• Eliminate binary bundling: The language-agno-

stic REST interface decouples storage from the 

process, as well as from the client-side langu-

age. With many applications written in Java, 

.NET and more recently Go, REST also deco-

uples code from the NoSQL vendor platform. 

So when it comes to deployment and upgra-

des, eliminating the need to bundle client-side 

binaries is a blessing.

#
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48 individual data connections across the network:

No data sharing, other than accidental temporal 

query locality at the DB.

48 individual data 

connections across the 

network

48 individual data connections over the local 

loopback connection: Data shared and connections 

concentrated from one application.

select * from

market_data where

data_key = ’?’

select * from

market_data where

data_key in (’?’, ’?’)

GET http://localhost

mache/market_data/5

(via local loopback)

48 COMPUTE TASKS

1 COMPUTE NODE

48 COMPUTE TASKS

1 COMPUTE NODE

MACHE REST SERVICE

Cluster

shards

Cluster

shards

Figure 4.  Comparison of a conventional compute approach with 48 task 

connections to the data cluster versus a single Mache-enabled one.

A SMARTER WAY TO SCALE 
REQUESTS 

Consider a scenario where a compute grid has to process 

market data and calculate the PNL for a given portfolio of 

trades. This is typically achieved by splitting the trades into 

smaller groups and creating a task per group. Tasks are 

then queued on a compute grid to execute as quickly as 

possible, with the results collated later in post-processing.

Historically, each node had to connect and download 

the required data from a data store. The approach can 

be simple to implement and the power of the compute 

grid is harnessed effectively. However, with ever-incre-

asing volumes of data, task run time rises as the network 

soon reaches capacity. Most applications will try and ca-

che the data locally within the requesting process.

Without Mache every compute task needs direct ac-

cess to the data store. This greatly increases network 

traffic, which reduces throughput and increases laten-

cy. Typically, many tasks are scheduled at once, further 

compounding the problems. For instance, if 100 tasks 

start concurrently and all require the latest copy of 

the data, the network can suddenly get saturated. Akin 

to a denial of service attack, the event can cause grid 

nodes to appear offline. The issue then escalates as 

the grid attempts to heal, while network infrastructure 

struggles to manage the load. 

Even with a 10Gbit/s network, the maximum throughput 

is 1.25Gbyte/s. With growing regulatory reporting 

requirements, compute grids need to scale to tens of 

thousands of cores, while at the same time coping with 

the explosive growth of market data over recent years1. 

With this in mind, it is easy to see how having all proces-

ses directly accessing the database does not scale. 

In the same way that application developers try to 

increase performance by designing ‘machine-sym-

pathetic’ applications that attempt to increase cache 

locality, what they actually need to design are ‘networ-

k-sympathetic’ architectures that can scale across tho-

usands of compute nodes. 
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JAMIE DRUMMOND
Jamie has over 8 years of experience deve-

loping and leading the development of so-

ftware in multiple industries. In finance Jamie 

has focused on low latency, high-frequen-

cy trading for hedge funds and proprietary 

trading houses covering all areas of a trading 

platform, from trade execution to market data 

feeds, historic simulations and model imple-

mentation. His work has most frequently been 

within small Agile teams with members from 

many areas of the business (quants, analysts, 

traders and developers).

JAMES BOWKETT
James has over 15 years of finance software 

experience spread across broad areas from re-

tail banking to pricing. His background is in va-

rious software houses, hedge funds and banks, 

mostly delivering projects using Agile metho-

dologies. He is a firm advocate of TDD and BDD. 

James is also a leader in our development 

community, where he facilitates workshops and 

seminars for junior consultants. He currently 

serves as our Blockhead lead in London.

MACHE IN PRACTICE

Mache can be accessed via a Java virtual machine 

(JVM) process or via the REST language-agnostic pro-

tocol. As can be seen in Figure 4, within a Mache model 

only a single database call is required versus a call for 

each separate task in the conventional approach. Ma-

che retains the latest copy of the data in its memory so 

that it can be accessed by all tasks. Furthermore, the 

Mache API abstracts the connection to the data store. 

This means that any updates to the underlying data 

store are automatically synchronised, freeing up the 

developer to focus on task execution.

FOCUS ON THE FUTURE

To date, the project has been a great success and is ge-

nerating a lot of interest from the open source software 

(OSS) community. It’s great to see the broad appeal of 

many of the key Mache features for many application 

architectures. Notable among these are the ability 

to dedupe data into a localised service, binary deco-

upling from storage layer binaries and the potential for 

NoSQL and near-caching. In the coming months we 

aim to roll out a webinar series that will include a pre-

sentation of Mache with DataStax and its roadmap. 

BUILDING ON THE ENCOURAGING 
RESULTS SO FAR, OUR TEAM HERE 
AT EXCELIAN WILL CONTINUE 
TO PROMOTE MACHE AS A KEY 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE OPEN 
SOURCE COMMUNITY.  
IT NEATLY COMPLEMENTS OUR 
INDUSTRY EXPERTISE AND WILL 
ENABLE THE ADAPTATION OF 
NOSQL TO MANY USE CASES 
WITHIN THE FINANCIAL SERVICES 
SECTOR. FIND OUT MORE, VIEW 
OR DOWNLOAD THE CODE FROM: 
GITHUB.COM/EXCELIAN/MACHE

1. http://www.nanex.net/aqck2/4625.html

This article was first published in Tech Spark Magazine 2016

#
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”A dashboard is a visual display of the most important 
information needed to achieve one or more objec-

tives, consolidated and arranged on a single screen 
so that the information can be monitored at a glance.“ 

 
Stephen Few

HECTOR MORALES KOTT 
LUXOFT MEXICO

COMMUNICATING 
CORE PRINCIPLES FOR

QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION

#
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PRINCIPLE 1 
ESTABLISH THE AUDIENCE  
AND THE PURPOSE
Clearly define the purpose of your communication. 

Provide proper context and scope to prevent false in-

terpretation. Ask the right questions, such as:

a)  What questions should the dashboard answer? What 

actions will be taken in response to these answers?

b)  How frequently should the information be updated? 

What will the dashboard be used to monitor, and what 

objectives will it support?

c)  Who will use the dashboard? Is it for a single person, 

a single group, or several people in different depart-

ments?

d)  Which specific items of information should be display-

ed on the dashboard? What does each of these items 

tell you, and why is that important? At what level of 

summary or detail should the information be expres-

sed to provide the quick overview that’s needed?

e)  What are some useful comparisons that will allow you 

to see these items of information in a meaningful 

context? 

PRINCIPLE 2  
DESIGN THE FRAMEWORK

1.  Choose a data relationship that best supports the 

purpose. Select an appropriate representation me-

chanism to support the featured data relationship.  

2.  Define the objective of each graph. Only after this is 

done should you determine if you should use me-

asure or variance. 

3.  The entire data set is rarely seen on a well-designed 

dashboard. Use aggregation to show only critical va-

lues (top, down, max, min, avg., etc.).

Feature Data 
Relationship

POINTS LINES BARS BOXES TABLE

NOMINAL 
COMPARISON

Dot Plot (axis <> start than  0)  Bar Graph   

TIMES SERIES Dot Plot (inconsistent intervals) Line Graph
Vertical Bar 
Graph

Vertical 
Boxes

 

RANKING Dot Plot (axis <> start than  0)  Horizontal Bar
Horizontal 
Boxes

 

PART TO WHOLE  Two Line Graphs Bar Graph   

DEVIATION Dot Plot (axis <> start than  0) Line Graph Bar Graph   

DISTRIBUTION Dot Plot Line Graph Histogram Box Plot  

CORRELATION Scatterplot  Table Lens   

QUANTITIVE 
DETAIL

    Table

GEOSPATIAL Bubble Chart (size shows mag)     
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PRINCIPLE 3  
APPLY VISUAL PRINCIPLES

1.  Always use a white background with black text. Use 

Arial font.

2.  Maximize the content-to-ink ratio by eliminating 

anything that doesn’t directly support the purpose 

(including 3D effects, gridlines, and graphics). Sepa-

rate rows and columns with white space (or color if 

needed, instead of lines).

3.  Avoid labeling quantitative values within charts. If detail 

is necessary, display values in a table below the chart.

4.  Use appropriate precision of quantitative values to 

best support your purpose.

5.  Minimize legend interference by eliminating borders 

and orienting the content in the same direction as the 

axis it represents.

6.  Avoid pie charts, even when you are trying to show 

proportions/percentages of a whole. Bar charts work 

better.

7.  Never use bars when the axis starts at a value other 

than zero. 

8.  Use consistent time intervals and scales for each story.

9.  Try using four graphics for each dashboard, placing 

the most important information on the upper/left 

quadrant, going from general to detailed data across 

quadrants.

10.   Use a comma every three whole numbers. Always 

right justify numerical values.

A few words about color:

11.  Avoid the use of color whenever possible. If color 

isn’t used to indicate something, then don’t use it.

12.  Bright colors should only be used to focus the user’s 

attention on the most important values in the graphs 

(normally “max” or “min” values).

13.  Do not use red or green if you’re not trying to reflect 

good or bad performance.

14.  Avoid using textures or patterns. 

15.  Use standard color palettes.

174/199/232 114/158/206 31/119/180

255/187/120 255/158/74 255/127/14

152/223/138 103/191/92 44/160/44

199/199/199 162/162/162 127/127/127

219/219/141 205/204/93 188/189/34

255/152/150 237/102/93 214/39/40

197/176/148 173/139/201 148/103/189

247/182/210 237/151/202 227/119/194

196/156/148 168/120/110 140/86/75

R/G/B

LIGHT
Use for fill 

area of bars 
and boxes

MEDIUM
Use for lines 
and points

BRIGHT
Use to 

highlight

R/G/B R/G/B

#
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PRINCIPLE 4  
FACILITATE EFFICIENT 
COMPREHENSION
1.  Each graphic must be sorted by some criteria. 

2.  Avoid using space with non-data transmitters (big 

titles, logos, images, etc.).  Never use the left/upper 

section. 

3.  Do not over-saturate the view with filters. Give clear 

names to filters, labels and titles.

4.  Ensure that there is context on every graph to inform 

action, e.g.,“Compared to what?”

5.  Always put supplemental information within reach 

when required. Use these three techniques:

a.  Windows that pop up on hovering

b.  Temporarily altered states through clicking

c.  Access to a separate screen

“SIMPLICITY IS THE ULTIMATE 
SOPHISTICATION.” 

HENRY DAVID THOREAU

HECTOR MORALES KOTT 
Hector Morales Kott is an Analytics Profes-

sional with a passion for driving actionable 

insights through data visualization in mul-

tiple industries such as retail, technology, 

travel, manufacturing, and the public sector. 

Hector works as a Sr. Business Intelligence 

Consultant for Luxoft, where he is developing 

high-quality BI Tableau solutions/dashboards 

for a client’s supply team. Previously, Hector 

worked as Lead Analyst BI & Reporting Latin 

America for The Hershey Company, where he 

started as a sales representative and acquired 

a unique feel about the real information 

necessities in the field. He graduated with 

a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer 

Engineering from Anahuac University.  

Contact him at www.hectormoraleskott.com.
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T hanks to its ability to decouple systems and enable interopera-
bility, application message broker software is prevalent in the 

finance sector, forming the backbone of trading platforms that 
distribute financial events and information worldwide. Here we 

take a look at how the recent beta phase arrival of Apache Kafka 
K-Streams is making waves and what the ripple effect might be. 

DARREN VOISEY 
EXCELIAN

DATA ISLANDS
IN THE STREAM
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THE CURRENT SITUATION

Most developers and architects will be familiar with ap-

plication messaging, especially the vanilla functionality 

of durable topics, point-to-point channels and compe-

ting consumers. Many will also understand the extended 

routing and complex logic that can be constructed via 

the advanced message queuing protocol (AMQP) imple-

mentation supported by ActiveMQ and RabbitMQ.

While these technologies can be used to build asynchro-

nous systems that can scale horizontally, they also have 

limitations (architecture compromises) that need to be 

considered. Notably:

•  Each topic queue has to fit on a single node within 

a cluster

•  Message ordering is not guaranteed

•  Messages are delivered at least once, so duplicates 

can occur.

Most applications need to allow for these limitations. 

For example, if an application keeps a running total of 

trades per minute, it will also have to maintain a sepa-

rate state to handle failure and restart, because all read 

messages will have been removed from the queue.

This technology stack is typically seen in event-based 

remote procedure call (RPC) types of systems, but the 

limitations listed above do muddy the waters of what 

we would otherwise consider a perfect stream. Ho-

wever, if you don’t need the complex routing, there is 

a viable alternative. 

WHAT IS A STREAM?

A STREAM IS AN ORDERED, 
AND POTENTIALLY INFINITE, 
SEQUENCE OF DATA ELEMENTS 
MADE AVAILABLE OVER TIME. 
EXAMPLES INCLUDE WEBSITE 
CLICKS AND MARKET STOCK 
PRICE CHANGES.

ENTER APACHE KAFKA

Financial institutions are increasingly adopting Apache 

Kafka to integrate various big data platform compo-

nents and using it as a de facto messaging standard. 

We are aware of at least one bank where uptake has 

reached such a level of maturity that it is now offered 

as a shared service. However, unlike RabbitMQ and Ac-

tiveMQ, Kafka supports only basic messaging patterns. 

So the question now is whether Apache Kafka has the 

potential to do more and if so, what next? 

With Kafka often described as a „distributed log”, key 

differences from the other messaging technologies re-

ferenced here are as follows:

•  Scalability – topics can be sharded or partitioned ac-

cording to custom rules that permit data to be distri-

buted across nodes in a cluster, enabling horizontal 

scaling at topic level.

•  Durability – instead of removing messages once read, 

removal is based either on age or a custom compac-

tion rule; so if your compaction rule is ‘keep latest’, 

your queue can be effectively a table.

•  Accuracy – with message order guaranteed within 

each shard, you can model a stream more accurately.

•  Routing – bear in mind, however, that the framework 

provides constrained routing logic, with no AMQP-ty-

pe routing.

What makes queues with history so exciting is how 

much easier it becomes for applications to restart and 

initialise themselves with no need for separate journa-

ling. Distributed queues can hold a lot of state and they 

then act as storage: if we then shard according to bu-

siness needs, our ordering can be preserved. In other 

words, we have ordered streams of data that scale.

#
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EVOLVING DESIGN 

The ability of Kafka queues to operate as a persistence 

layer opens up interesting new approaches to system 

design. You can, for example, rely on Kafka to act as 

a journal and, through custom compaction, reduce the 

amount of processing required when initialising data 

from historical records. 

However, what about creating projections on top of qu-

eues, in effect deriving new streams of data from under-

lying queues? This is where Kafka K-Streams, currently in 

pre-release, fits in well. It provides a Java library for buil-

ding distributed stream processing apps using Apache 

Kafka. Your application components can therefore de-

rive and publish new streams of data using one or more 

Kafka queues for the source and output. The durability 

– or persistence – of the queue data then underpins the 

components’ resilience and fault tolerance.

KAFKA STREAMS IN PRACTICE

The following example consumes a stream of stock 

prices and derives the maximum price per stock per 

500ms. Unlike some other stream processing frame-

works, Kafka K-Streams doesn’t use micro-batching, so 

you can achieve processing in near real time. 

The code below performs the following steps:

1.  Subscribes to a topic of stock prices, together with 

the classes, to de-serialise the data

2.  Creates a new key value pair based on the stock 

code within the message

3.  Aggregates by the stock code – in this example we 

keep a running max

4.  Windows the results every 500ms

5.  Writes the results to a new topic called ‘streams-

-output’.

This code is based on the early preview of Kafka K-Stre-

ams, with more comprehensive documentation provi-

ded by its developers at Confluent at:

docs.confluent.io/2.1.0-alpha1/streams/index.html

KStream<String, StockTick> source = builder.stream(stringDeserializer, 

payloadDeserializer, sourceTopic);

KTable<Windowed<String>, Long> ktable = source

  map((s, payload) -> {

     //generate a key based on the stock

     return new KeyValue<String, StockTick> (payload.stockCode, payload);

  })

  .aggregateByKey (() -> 0L

   (aggKey, payload, aggregate) -> {

      //the aggregation tool

      return Math.max(aggregate, payload.price);

   },TumblingWindows.of(“stock-maxprices”).with (500)

   ,stringSerializer, longSerializer, stringDeserializer, longDeserializer

  );

ktable.to(“streams-output”, winowedStringSerializer, longSerializer);

18
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FOR MORE ON KAFKA K-STREAMS 
ARCHITECTURE, THIS MIGHT PROVE 
USEFUL: DOCS.CONFLUENT.IO/2.1.0-
ALPHA1/STREAMS/ARCHITECTURE.HTML

OUR ASSESSMENT

The examples and tests included within the Kafka sour-

ce code proved invaluable during our research for this 

article. We were impressed at how succinct and easy 

to understand the API was to use. In fact, our main fru-

stration was that RocksDB, the default local state store 

used by Kafka K-Streams, isn’t supported on MS Win-

dows, our work development environment.

SHOULD YOU GO WITH THE 
FLOW?

So what are the likely benefits if you decide to go with 

Kafka K-Streams? If your organisation is already using 

Kafka, then it’s worth starting to look at it as a way to 

reduce your application logic, especially as it doesn’t 

need additional infrastructure. And, if you are per-

forming this type of logic with AMQP, Kafka and Kafka 

K-Streams could simplify your architecture and provide 

better scale and resilience. 

To sum up, therefore, Kafka K-Streams enables you to 

simplify your application messaging and create new 

data islands in the stream as follows: 

•  Derive new streams of data by joining, aggregating 

and filtering existing topics

•  Reduce your application logic by using the Kafka 

K-Streams DSL

•  Provide resilience and recoverability by building on 

Apache Kafka.

DARREN VOISEY
Darren Voisey is a technologist with 15 years’ 

experience of working within the finance 

industry within a wide range of roles (such 

as development, leading and architecture). 

Used to working with diverse technical archi-

tectures, he enjoys working with clients to 

design and deliver systems that are resilient 

and scalable.

1.  www.enterpriseintegrationpatterns.com/patterns/messaging/

DurableSubscription.html

2.  www.enterpriseintegrationpatterns.com/patterns/messaging/

PointToPointChannel.html

3.  www.enterpriseintegrationpatterns.com/patterns/messaging/

CompetingConsumers.html

This article was first published in Tech Spark Magazine 2016
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I have been in software development for over 13 years. Being in the 
field of distributed systems, I evaluate different approaches and 

solutions for building such systems. At the moment, two major kinds 
of systems define the final technology stack we work with – those 

designed to provide data, and those designed to make calculations. 
A third kind may be a system that is capable of both. However, the 

latter is often constructed by coupling two separate systems which 
belong to one of the first two categories.

REACTIVE APPLICATIONS

IN JAVA WITH AKKA
ORKHAN GASIMOV 

LUXOFT UKRAINE
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Figure 1. Evolution of the programming model.

ABOUT AKKA AND ACTOR 
MODEL

If you already use Akka in you applications, you likely 

know everything I will be talking about here. But if you 

have heard about it and aren’t sure if it’s what you need, 

I want to give you enough information to figure it out.

“Reactive applications” – to be honest, I was a little on-

fused when I heard this term the first time. I could ima-

gine reactive engines, airplanes and even trucks, but 

not applications. After doing some reading, I liked the 

concept, which focuses on distributed systems that are 

big by nature. Big systems require some rules to back 

them up, so that they don’t end up as dinosaurs. This 

“reactive” thing is backed up by the Reactive Manife-

sto, which is a compilation of rules that will keep your 

system alive for many years if implemented correctly. 

There’s actually nothing new about it. Most of us alre-

ady know these approaches, but sometimes the rules 

are broken in the interest of implementing something 

quickly or for some other reason. The Reactive Manife-

sto wasn’t created to teach us, but to remind us of the 

why and how of what we are doing.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE 
PROGRAMMING MODEL

The evolution of the programming model started 

with monolithic tasks that were actually a compilation 

of instructions to be executed sequentially. As they 

evolved, these tasks became bigger and bigger. At that 

time, a modular approach allowed us to split these ta-

sks into smaller parts and execute them sequentially by 

switching the context from one task to another. Whi-

le evolving further, some of these tasks were defined 

to be able to run independently from the others. This 

is where multithreading came in. However, even with 

multithreaded software, we actually end up with a big 

monolithic application that requires more resources 

while to evolve further. In order to have enough availa-

ble resources, we ended up with huge server stations.

VERTICAL HORIZONTAL

VS.

Being able to process tasks in parallel brought us the 

scalability challenge. While having big servers, the 

demand for even bigger ones was rising. This is the 

vertical scaling model, when you upgrade the server 

by adding more computational power to it. With each 

upgrade it gets more and more expensive to install 

the next upgrades. There is also a higher risk of failu-

re, because there is a big server responsible for the 

entire job. There may be some backup servers and so 

on; however, it doesn’t change the upgrade model. 

You are still in the land of vertical scaling. This chal-

lenge brought us to the land of horizontal scaling.  

Scaling horizontally means you can add more servers 

instead of upgrading a single server. Doing so allows 

you to buy cheaper near-commodity hardware in 

more counts and the overall price is lower than buying 

and upgrading huge servers. 

Figure 2. 
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VERTICAL SCALABILITY

More price with each upgrade

Greater risk of hardware failure causing more 
outage (out of service)

Limited upgradeability in the future

One unit for everything

Well, to be honest, even if you scale horizontally, will 

you be still running the same application on smaller 

servers behind a load balancer? I am guessing not. We 

can still have two or three big servers behind a load ba-

lancer. Why do we need a zoo of small servers? These 

questions are asked correctly if you still develop object-

-oriented applications. Frankly, there are programming 

models that utilize clusters of servers to turn them into 

a single supercomputer. One of those programming 

models is the Actor Model which we are going to talk 

about today. There are many implementations of the 

Actor Model, but one of them is targeted exactly at the 

utilization of clusters: Akka. Akka implements the Actor 

Model and supports the Reactive Manifesto, enabling 

the deployment of applications to a cluster with mini-

mum or no changes in the code right out of the box.

HORIZONTAL SCALABILITY

Much cheaper than scaling vertically

Fault tolerant. Failure of a few nodes does not bring 
any outages (if software is designed correctly)

Easy to upgrade

Parallel units enable parallel execution

REACTIVE MANIFESTO

Before going further, let’s define the Reactive Manife-

sto (http://www.reactivemanifesto.org/). As a quick re-

view, the Reactive Manifesto says this:

“Only a few years ago a large application had 

tens of servers, seconds of response time, hours 

of offline maintenance and gigabytes of data. 

Today applications are deployed on everything 

from mobile devices to cloud-based clusters 

running thousands of multi-core processors. 

Users expect millisecond response times and 

100% uptime. Data is measured in Petabytes. 

Today’s demands are simply not met by 

yesterday’s software architectures.

We believe that a coherent approach to systems 

architecture is needed, and we believe that all 

necessary aspects are already recognized indi-

vidually: we want systems that are Responsive, 

Resilient, Elastic and Message Driven. We call 

these Reactive Systems.

Systems built as Reactive Systems are more 

flexible, loosely-coupled and scalable. This 

makes them easier to develop and amenable to 

change. They are significantly more tolerant of 

failure and when failure does occur they meet 

it with elegance rather than disaster.”

Additionally, you get fail-tolerant cluster. If one out of 

ten servers fails, you still have enough resources to run 

the software. Upgrading each cluster means throwing 

in a new node (near-commodity hardware). The sum-

mary about the two scaling models may look like this:
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So, Reactive Systems are “Responsive, Resilient, Elastic 

and Message Driven.” Let’s review each of these from 

the point of view of the Reactive Manifesto:

“RESILIENT: The system stays responsive in the 

face of failure. This applies not only to highly-a-

vailable, mission critical systems — any system 

that is not resilient will be unresponsive after 

a failure. Resilience is achieved by replication, 

containment, isolation and delegation. Failures 

are contained within each component, isola-

ting components from each other and thereby 

ensuring that parts of the system can fail and 

recover without compromising the system as 

a whole. Recovery of each component is de-

legated to another (external) component and 

high-availability is ensured by replication where 

necessary. The client of a component is not bur-

dened with handling its failures.”

“ELASTIC: The system stays responsive under 

varying workload. Reactive Systems can react to 

changes in the input rate by increasing or decre-

asing the resources allocated to service these 

inputs. This implies designs that have no con-

tention points or central bottlenecks, resulting 

in the ability to shard or replicate components 

and distribute inputs among them. Reactive 

Systems support predictive, as well as Reactive, 

scaling algorithms by providing relevant live 

performance measures. They achieve elasticity 

in a cost-effective way on commodity hardware 

and software platforms.”

RESPONSIVE

MESSAGE DRIVEN

ELASTIC RESILIENT

“MESSAGE DRIVEN: Reactive Systems rely on 

asynchronous message-passing to establish 

a boundary between components that ensures 

loose coupling, isolation and location transpa-

rency. This boundary also provides the means 

to delegate failures as messages. Employing 

explicit message-passing enables load manage-

ment, elasticity, and flow control by shaping and 

monitoring the message queues in the system 

and applying back-pressure when necessary. 

Location transparent messaging as a means of 

communication makes it possible for the mana-

gement of failure to work with the same con-

structs and semantics across a cluster or within 

a single host. Non-blocking communication al-

lows recipients to only consume resources while 

active, leading to less system overhead.”

And finally, “Large systems are composed of 

smaller ones and therefore depend on the 

Reactive properties of their constituents. This 

means that Reactive Systems apply design 

principles so these properties apply at all levels 

of scale, making them composable. The largest 

systems in the world rely upon architectures 

based on these properties and serve the needs 

of billions of people daily. It is time to apply the-

se design principles consciously from the start 

instead of rediscovering them each time.”

Figure 3. 
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Honestly, we have all of these properties provided by 

Java EE. At this point, I stop and ask myself, “Why do we 

need something new if Java EE is enough to achieve 

Reactivity?” The answer is yes, Java EE really gives us 

all of this reactivity. However, sometimes it’s too much 

effort to spend to achieve this level of the mantra, 

and even more so to support the resulting application 

(with all of its mantra under the hood). Of course, if 

the application is going to be an enterprise application 

deployed on a couple of Enterprise Application Server 

(EAS) instances (a couple of nodes in a cluster) behi-

nd a load balancer, I will definitely stick to Java EE if 

I will utilize the functionality it provides. If I had many 

servers, though, I could rather think about how many 

resources would be freed up by dropping the EAS. Just 

think how much memory, CPU resources and money 

could be saved! Read on and I will share with you an 

interesting and easy way to achieve Reactivity. 

LET’S DIVE INTO AKKA!

Akka is a stand-alone framework. It doesn’t require any 

application server to run on - vanilla JVM and core 

Java are enough. Using Akka, JVMs can be stacked up 

to form a Cluster. Akka offers Actor Model instead of 

Object-Oriented, which is parallelized by default. With 

Akka we get:

•   Parallelism instead of Concurrency

•   Asynchronous behavior by default

•   Non-blocking nature of calls

•   No deadlocks, starvation, live-locks and race con-

ditions

•  Development in single-threaded manner, while the 

job is done concurrently (in parallel)

These are so-called “actual Progress Conditions.”

WHAT IS THE ACTOR MODEL? 

An Actor is a computational entity. In response to 

a message, an Actor can:

•  Send a finite number of messages to other Actors

•  Create a finite number of new Actors

• Designate the behavior to be used for the next 

message it receives

There is no predefined sequence of the above actions 

and they can take place concurrently. The Actor Model 

philosophy says that everything is an Actor. This is similar 

to the “everything is an object” philosophy. However, ob-

ject-oriented software is typically executed sequentially, 

while Actors work in parallel. You can use threads to add 

concurrency to object-oriented software. Notice that in 

a 64 bit system a Java thread will consume 1MB of me-

mory while an Actor consumes roughly 300 bytes. Your 

threads are likely to be limited in count and you will stick 

with object-oriented design. Using the Actor Model ena-

bles you to think about Actors, rather than objects and 

threads. You may have way more Actors than threads.

Actors encapsulate state and behavior, and communi-

cate exclusively by exchanging messages. The messa-

ges received by an Actor are placed into the recipient’s 

mailbox. Imagine you have a task that you want to 

program using Actors. The best practice is to view Ac-

tors as persons. While modeling a solution with Actors, 

imagine a group of people to whom you assign sub-ta-

sks. Sub-tasks are smaller breakdowns of the big task 

that you want your Actors to accomplish. You can as-

sign these tasks to Actors by arranging their functions 

into an organizational structure, just like in a team of 

co-workers in an organization. Keep in mind how you 

would escalate the failure at each level of your organi-

zational structure.

Each Actor can start child actors and supervise them 

like the manager of a team. The best practice is to split 

the task given to the  Actor into more manageable tasks 

and allow subordinates to quickly complete subtasks in 

parallel. If an Actor has some sensible/important sta-

te that should not be lost (for instance, if an Exception 

occurs), then the whole task (split into subtasks) should 

MSG 1

MSG 2

MSG 4

MSG 3

ACTOR

A

ACTOR

B

ACTOR

C

Figure 4. 
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be completed by child actors while 

the Actor supervises. Thus, Actors 

never come alone. They come in 

systems and form hierarchies (in 

a UNIX file-system manner). Actor 

Systems together also form clu-

sters. If the Actor is a star, the Actor 

System is a cluster of stars.  Clu-

sters of Actor Systems are clusters 

of clusters of stars. This is how 

Actors form a Universe. This Universe is then deploy-

ed to the hardware and does the programmed job.

ERROR KERNEL PATTERN

In the world of Actors and Actor Systems, the “Let It 

Crash” principle is honored. There is a pattern called 

the “Error Kernel Pattern.” This pattern leads us to 

a System of Actors, where the supervisor of each level 

in the hierarchy is responsible for local failures. In or-

der to handle a failure, the supervisor typically can re-

sume, restart, or stop the failing Actor, or escalate the 

failure to its own supervisor, thus signaling a failure of 

the whole underlying hierarchy. The “Error Kernel of 

an Actor” System is formed by the system Actors that 

are responsible for the whole Actor System. However, 

at each level of the hierarchy in the organizational 

structure is a local Error Kernel responsible for the 

supervision strategy that determines how the failures 

of underlying Actors will be handled.

API of Akka Actors if very easy. To start with, include Akka 

Actor dependencies in your project. You can quickly find 

all the necessary information at http://akka.io/. There 

is a good tutorial for Java developers at http://akka.io/

docs/. There you will find everything you need to know 

and more. For the quick-start you just need to know that 

Java API you will be using to start with is mostly located 

in the akka.actor package. For a quick-start example, it is 

enough to know about a few classes. Namely:

1.  ActorSystem – the class that implements the 

Actor System

2.  UntypedActor – you extend this class and 

override the onReceive method to create an 

Actor that listens for incoming messages

3.  ActorRef – the actor reference that is used to 

send messages to the Actor

/a1

/

/b3/b1

/user

X /c4

/b2

/system

/c5

/a2

/c1 /c2

Figure 6. Error Kernel

Using these classes,

1.  Call ActorSystem.create() to create and re-

turn the ActorSystem object

2.  Call ActorSystem::actorOf() method to cre-

ate an actor and return it’s ActorRef

3.  Call ActorRef::tell() method to send a mes-

sage to the Actor

That’s it!

Stop! Hold on a moment. What if we develop a single-

-node application? Remember the ExecutorService?  

Or the even more hardcore multithreading API? Ima-

gine a software system using all of this concurrency.  

Figure 5. 

#
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How effective is it? Indeed, it effectively uses available 

resources. Let’s say you’ve learned the Akka API and 

started programming with Actor Model. What’s next? 

You just got the same results as if you were using concu-

rrency in Java. Is it? Yes and no. Yes, because the results 

may be similar and no, because with Akka you achie-

ve similar results in a single-threaded development 

fashion, avoiding all the hassle of the multithreading 

and concurrency framework. You just write Actors that 

handle messages they receive. By the way, a message 

can be any object. The only rule to remember is that 

messages should be immutable objects, because with 

Akka we write code in a single-threaded fashion while 

the Actor System executes in multi-threaded fashion.

MORE OPTIONS

The interesting part of Akka comes right after you de-

velop the first application. An Actor System can be 

deployed as a standalone application. Actors can also 

send messages to each other over the network. This 

enables the mutual work between separate Actor Sys-

tems. Finally, you can stack your deployments to form 

a Cluster. A single Actor System can be deployed to 

a Cluster of machines over the network. This is where 

you get real parallel execution of Actors.

There are many options for load balancing and scaling 

your application. You can swap mailbox implemen-

tations and write your own rules to prioritize messa-

ges in the queue, etc. You can throw in routers which 

form pools and groups of Actors instead of one single 

Actor doing the job. You can swap dispatchers that de-

fine how threads are mapped to Actors and more. In 

addition to the above features Akka introduces Func-

tional Futures implementing Java wrapper for Scala 

Futures. With this API you can even simulate a MapRe-

duce framework. There are even more options with 

Agents, Streaming API, HTTP stack, Camel module, etc.

WHAT IS YOUR APPLICATION 
GOING TO DO?

In the end you end up with a fully-fledged framework 

that enables the development of highly available, faul-

t-tolerant, distributed applications that treat clusters 

of machines as a single system. Of course, there are 

many other frameworks and tools that allow develo-

pers to achieve similar results. The final decision de-

pends on one question: What is your application going 

to do? I would at least choose Akka for parallel calcula-

tions. Akka can do more than that, and for me it is actu-

ally the minimum that defines where Akka does the job.

I would be glad to hear from you if this article helps you 

to clarify whether or not you need to onboard Akka.  

I wish you good luck and no bugs!

ORKHAN GASIMOV 
Orkhan Gasimov has over 13 years of expe-

rience in software development. He has parti-

cipated in full-cycle application development, 

leading development groups and providing 
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I magine that you are creating a web application. Which features should 
it have to meet the needs of today’s users? Most answers would include 

responsiveness, the ability to fit to screens of different devices, multiple 
language support, integration with social networks, the ability to register 

users and easy monitoring. Now imagine that you could receive all that and 
much more in less time than it takes to read this article to the end. Nice, right? 

Generating applications by using a tool, Yeoman, and a generator, JHipster,  
can do that. Let’s start from the beginning and find out what Yeoman is.

KRZYSZTOF KOROLCZUK  
LUXOFT POLAND

APPLICATIONS
GENERATING

WITH JHIPSTER
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WHAT IS YEOMAN?  
(YEOMAN.IO)

Yeoman is a tool that helps you start new projects by col-

lecting best practices and tools that make you more pro-

ductive. It contains application generators launched from 

the command line which, based on provided data, prepa-

re the skeleton of a complete application depending on 

chosen technologies. The project allows the developer 

to quickly build the basic components of an application 

and proceed to solving a real problem. It helps the de-

veloper forget about the typical tasks that take up time in 

the beginning, such as split configuration, integration of 

appropriate libraries or database, etc.

WHAT IS JHIPSTER?  
(JHIPSTER.GITHUB.IO)

JHipster is one of the Yeoman generators, the purpose 

of which is to enable the creation of a complete Web ap-

plication. It is intended to stand out for its high efficien-

cy on the server site, using Java language and a Spring 

framework, and for being responsive, modern and ada-

ptable to the mobile front-end through the use of An-

gularJS and Bootstrap. Tools such as Bower, Grunt, and, 

depending on preference, Gradle or Maven, integrate 

all of these to support development, testing and imple-

mentation. However, these aren’t the only technologies 

included in the technology stack offered by this gene-

rator. The rest I will try to present here while generating 

and editing our first application using JHipster.

JHipster is a
Yeoman generator

used to create a 
Spring Boot + AngularJS

project

Image 1. Description from the official JHipster website

#
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INSTALLING  
THE NECESSARY TOOLS

To work with JHipster we will need the MSI node JS 

package that we can download (https://nodejs.org/en/

download/) and the packages manager called npm (ht-

tps://www.npmjs.com/). 

Then we enter the following commands into the terminal:

npm install -g yo

npm install -g bower

npm install -g grunt-cli

npm install -g generator-jhipster

yo jhipster

Now we can start creating our first JHipster application.

FIRST APPLICATION  
WITH JHIPSTER

Yeoman is operated by command line interface. There-

fore let’s open the terminal and get started.

This command launches the generator, which will ask us 

some questions. It will help us easily chose the tools we 

want to use, additional libraries such as HazelCast or Ela-

sticSearch, a way to authenticate users and much more.

The first two questions are about the initial setup of the 

project. We give the name and choose the basic package 

of our aplication.

Depending on the answer JHipster will generate proper 

tables adapted to the method selected for authentica-

tion. For example, tables will be set up by Oauth2 to 

manage tokens and the necessary server code.

JHipster lets us integrate with different databases. We 

can chose both SQL databases (such as MySQL or Post-

greSQL) or NoSQL (such as MongoDB or Cassandra).

The next questions give us a wide range of choices for 

additional features or libraries. JHipster will ask if we 

want to configure a 2nd level cache for Hibernate (by 

Ehcache or HazelCast), and if we want to use a search 

engine in our application (ElasticSearch,  https://www.

elastic.co/products/elasticsearch).  In building the ap-

plication we can choose between Grunt or Gulp.js for 

frontend, and Maven or Gradle for backend. The last 

questions are regarding the use of LibSass prepro-

? (7/15) Do you want to use Hibernate 

2nd level cache? Yes, with ehcache (local 

cache, for a single node) Ro

? (8/15) Do you want to use a search 

engine in your application? No

? (9/15) Do you want to use clustered 

HTTP sessions? No

? (10/15) Do you want to use WebSockets? No

? (11/15) Would you like to use Maven or 

Gradle for building the backend? Maven

? (12/15) Would you like to use Grunt or 

Gulp.js for building the frontend? Grunt 

(recommended)

? (13/15) Would you like to use the LibSass 

stylesheet preprocessor for your CSS? No

? (14/15) Would you like to enable 

translation support with Angular 

Translate? Yes

? (15/15) Which testing frameworks would 

you like to use? Gatling

? (4/15) Which *type* of database 

would you like to use? SQL (H2, MySQL, 

PostgreSQL, Oracle)

? (5/15) Which *production* database 

would you like to use? PostgreSQL

? (6/15) Which *development* database 

would you like to use? PostgreSQL

Welcome to the JHipster Generator v2.23.0

? (1/15) What is the base name of your 

application? japp

? (2/15) What is your default Java 

package name? com.company.japp

? (3/15) Which *type* of authentication 

would you like to use? HTTP Session 

Authentication (stateful, default Spring?
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cessor for CSS and the optional testing frameworks 

Gatling and Cucumber. After answering these qu-

estions, Yeoman automatically creates configuration 

files, maven files (pom.xml), libraries and tools. In the 

src folder we will find our backend source code with 

first controllers, services, and tests and the frontend 

source code with AngularJS framework. Therefore we 

can import the project to the preferent IDE for deeper 

analysis. Before the first launch of our application we 

need to set up the japp role in PostgreSQL databa-

se. Next, in the src/main/resources/config folder we 

have to edit the application-dev.yml file (the applica-

tion-prod.yml file is also available) which is our ap-

plication’s configuration center. We ought to set the 

properties for the database connection here.

LISTING 1. DATASOURCE SECTION 
OF THE CONFIGURATION FILE 
APPLICATION-DEV.YML

We are ready for the first launch. Let’s type in the terminal:

Our web application will be available at http://localhost:8080. 

Let’s open this link in a web browser and see what JHip-

ster is giving us.

mvn spring-boot:run

Image 2: Main view after the application’s first launch

datasource:

  driver-class-name: org.postgresql.

ds.PGSimpleDataSource

  url: jdbc:postgresql://localhost:5432/japp

 name:

 username: japp

 password: password

#
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MAIN FEATURES

The application generated by JHipster has a lot of featu-

res. For example, we can register a new user via a pre-

pared registration panel or edit data in our profile. There 

is also the ability to send confirmation emails during the 

aforementioned process or forgotten password remin-

der emails. Even if the developer doesn’t plan on using 

these options, it’s easy to imagine how quickly an exi-

sting code can be modified to fit individual requirements 

like automatically generated emails from the templates 

module, easy integration with social media, etc. All the 

operations which take up a lot of the developer’s time 

at the beginning of project, such as the configuration 

of proper maven modules to divide configuration for 

production and development environments, Spring fra-

mework setup, Hibernate, and database integration, are 

initially ready. Having fully functional examples allows 

us to bring value quickly to a client. JHipster can be used 

to create start-ups as well as higher risk aplications. 

The  chosen technologies are very mature and widely 

used in problem-solving in almost every business area.

Now let’s choose Polish with the arrows. After restarting 

our application, we should have the option of choosing 

Polish from the dropdown menu.

INTERNATIONALIZATION

After a quick check we can proceed to development. 

It is worthwhile to set up communication with the user 

in his or her native language at the very beginning. 

We’ll add Polish language support by typing in terminal:

Image 3: Expanded language menu

Isn’t it simple? JHipster created all the necessary files in 

the folder src\main\webapp\i18n\pl and integrated them 

with our application.

yo jhipster:languages

?  Please choose additional languages to 

install Polish

...

 create src\main\webapp\i18n\pl\login.json

 create src\main\webapp\i18n\pl\logs.json

  create src\main\resources\i18n\messages_

pl.properties

...
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LISTING 2. POLISH LANGUAGE  
FILE PL/CD.JSON GENERATED  
BY JHIPSTER

Now we can edit and add new labels, button names 

or other text information in our target language.

ADMINISTRATION  
AND MONITORING

JHipster puts great emphasis on administrative issues 

and application monitoring. It automatically creates 

some users with different functions. The most privileged 

are admin and system. They have been granted roles 

which allow them access to additional options in the 

menu. Let’s log in now with admin:admin credentials. 

The first option worth noticing is user management. The 

prepared view allows us to assign roles, edit them and 

deactivate users by soft-delete. The next really intere-

sting view is under “Metrics.” This allows us to monitor 

the state of the application, JVN-memory, running thre-

ads, the status of HTTP requests that were made, cache 

statistics, database and usage time for our services which 

help us catch potential bottlenecks in the application or 

identify places to focus on in future optimalization. All 

of this is now available thanks to the integration of JHip-

ster with metrics-spring. In the menu, under “Configu-

ration,” we find a view of all configuration parameters, 

via which significant modules of our application were 

launched. The next view, “Audits,” allows us to access 

information about successful and unsuccessful log on 

attempts of users.  The date, login and IP number from 

which a user tried to gain access are stored here as well. 

The „logs” view allows for logger configuration straight 

from the application. The last label, „API”, redirects to the 

site with documentation of our REST API. It also allows 

the administrator to directly send example questions 

and analyze the server’s answers. All of this is thanks to 

integration with the Swagger UI project (https://github.

com/swagger-api/swagger-ui).

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Let’s assume that in our aplication we want to store the 

user’s favorite CD records. Normally, we would probably 

start by creating a database scheme or JPA entities. Howe-

ver, in JHipster this is also automated. Let’s type in terminal:

JHipster will again ask us a few questions about fields, 

types of entity classes, relations between entities and 

some simple validation rules. Next it will automatically 

create the following:

• Tables in Database- Changes in Liquibase

• JPA entity

• Spring Data repository

• Spring MVC REST Controller with basic CRUD operations

• Router, controller and service in AngularJS

• View for adding and editing entity

• Performance and integration tests

yo jhipster:entity Cd

...

The entity Cd is being created.

Generating field #1

? Do you want to add a field to your 

entity? (Y/n) Y

...

{

 “jappApp”: {

  “cd” : {

   “home”: {

    “title”: “Cd”,

    “createLabel”: “Dodaj Cd”,

     “createOrEditLabel”: “Dodaj 

lub edytuj: Cd”

   },

   “delete”: {

     “question”: “Czy na pewno 

chcesz usunąć Cd {{ id }}?”

   },

   “detail”: {

    “title”: “Cd”

   },

   “name”: “Nazwa”,

   “artist”: “Artysta”,

   “year”: “Rok”,

   “type”: “Typ”

   }

 }

}

#
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LISTING 3. CD ENTITY  
GENERATED BY JHIPSTER

package com.company.japp.domain;
import ...
@Entity
@Table(name = “cd”)
@Cache(usage = CacheConcurrencyStrategy.
NONSTRICT_READ_WRITE)
public class Cd implements Serializable 
{
 @Id
  @GeneratedValue(strategy = 

GenerationType.AUTO)
 private Long id;
 @Column(name = “name”)
 private String name;
 @Column(name = “artist”)
 private String artist;
 @Column(name = “year”)
 private Integer year;
 @Column(name = “type”)
 private String type;
 @ManyToOne

 private User owner;
 public Long getId() {
  return id;
 }

 public void setId(Long id) {
  this.id = id;
 }

 public String getName() {
  return name;
 }

 public void setName(String name) {
  this.name = name;
 }

 public String getArtist() {
  return artist;
 }

 public void setArtist(String artist) 
{

  this.artist = artist;
 }

 public Integer getYear() {
  return year;
 }

 public void setYear(Integer year) {
   this.year = year;
 }

 public String getType() {
  return type;
 }

 public void setType(String type) {
  this.type = type;
 }

 public User getOwner() {
  return owner;
 }

 public void setOwner(User user) {
  this.owner = user;
 }

 @Override

 public boolean equals(Object o) {
  if (this == o) {
   return true;
  }

   if (o == null || getClass() != 
o.getClass()) {

   return false;
  }

  Cd cd = (Cd) o;

   if ( ! Objects.equals(id, cd.id)) 
return false;

  return true;
 }

 @Override

 public int hashCode() {
  return Objects.hashCode(id);
 }

 @Override

 public String toString() {
  return “Cd{“ +
   “id=” + id +
   “, name=’” + name + “’” +
   “, artist=’” + artist + “’” +
   “, year=’” + year + “’” +
   “, type=’” + type + “’” +
   ‘}’;
 }

}
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LISTING 4. REST CONTROLLER 
GENERATED BY JHIPSTER  
FOR CD ENTITY

package com.company.japp.web.rest;
import ...
/**

 * REST controller for managing Cd.

 */

@RestController

@RequestMapping(“/api”)
public class CdResource {
 private final Logger log = LoggerFactory.getLogger(CdResource.class);
 @Inject

 private CdRepository cdRepository;
 /**

 * POST  /cds -> Create a new cd.

 */

 @RequestMapping(value = “/cds”,
  method = RequestMethod.POST,

  produces = MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON_VALUE)

 @Timed

 public ResponseEntity<Cd> createCd(@RequestBody Cd cd) throws URISyntaxException {
  log.debug(“REST request to save Cd : {}”, cd);
  if (cd.getId() != null) {
    return ResponseEntity.badRequest().header(“Failure”, “A new cd cannot already 

have an ID”).body(null);
  }

  Cd result = cdRepository.save(cd);
  return ResponseEntity.created(new URI(“/api/cds/” + result.getId()))
   .headers(HeaderUtil.createEntityCreationAlert(“cd”, result.getId().toString()))
   .body(result);

 }

 /**

 * PUT  /cds -> Updates an existing cd.

 */

 @RequestMapping(value = “/cds”,
  method = RequestMethod.PUT,

  produces = MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON_VALUE)

 @Timed

 public ResponseEntity<Cd> updateCd(@RequestBody Cd cd) throws URISyntaxException {
  log.debug(“REST request to update Cd : {}”, cd);
  if (cd.getId() == null) {
   return createCd(cd);
  }

  Cd result = cdRepository.save(cd);
  return ResponseEntity.ok()
   .headers(HeaderUtil.createEntityUpdateAlert(“cd”, cd.getId().toString()))
   .body(result);

 }
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 /**

 * GET  /cds -> get all the cds.

 */

 @RequestMapping(value = “/cds”,
  method = RequestMethod.GET,

  produces = MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON_VALUE)

 @Timed

 public List<Cd> getAllCds() {
  log.debug(“REST request to get all Cds”);
  return cdRepository.findAll();
 }

 /**

 * GET  /cds/:id -> get the “id” cd.

 */

 @RequestMapping(value = “/cds/{id}”,
  method = RequestMethod.GET,

  produces = MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON_VALUE)

 @Timed

 public ResponseEntity<Cd> getCd(@PathVariable Long id) {
  log.debug(“REST request to get Cd : {}”, id);
  return Optional.ofNullable(cdRepository.findOne(id))
   .map(cd -> new ResponseEntity<>(
    cd,

    HttpStatus.OK))

    .orElse(new ResponseEntity<>(HttpStatus.NOT_FOUND));
 }

 /**

 * DELETE  /cds/:id -> delete the “id” cd.

 */

 @RequestMapping(value = “/cds/{id}”,
  method = RequestMethod.DELETE,

  produces = MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON_VALUE)

 @Timed

 public ResponseEntity<Void> deleteCd(@PathVariable Long id) {
  log.debug(“REST request to delete Cd : {}”, id);
  cdRepository.delete(id);
   return ResponseEntity.ok().headers(HeaderUtil.createEntityDeletionAlert(“cd”, 

id.toString())).build();

 }

}

#
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LISTING 5. SPRING DATA INTERFACE 
GENERATED BY JHIPSTER FOR CD 
ENTITY

package com.company.japp.repository;
import com.company.japp.domain.Cd;
import org.springframework.data.jpa.repository.*;
import java.util.List;

public interface CdRepository extends JpaRepository<Cd,Long> {
 @Query(“select cd from Cd cd where cd.owner.login = ?#{principal.username}”)
 List<Cd> findByOwnerIsCurrentUser();

}

JHipster did all this work for us. We just have to adapt 

the generated code to our requirements.

Image 4: View for managing the CD entity

SUMMARY

In this article I didn’t include all the technologies used 

in the project generated by JHipster on purpose, assu-

ming that the reader had a basic level of familiarity with 

them. It is worth reminding the reader that JHipster in-

tegrates well with technologies like Bower, Grunt and 

Karma.js (http://karma-runner.github.io/). The main 

purpose of the article was to highlight how much we 

can get from out-of-the-box developments and how 

much our work can be accelerated by new, revolutio-

nary business ideas. I hope I managed to intrigue you. 

JHipster is still being developed and everyone can con-

tribute to its improvement. For more information ple-

ase go to the project website at https://jhipster.github.

io/ or https://github.com/jhipster/generator-jhipster.

This article was first published in the Polish magazine 

“Programista” in November 2015, www.programistamag.pl

KRZYSZTOF KOROLCZUK
Krzysztof Korolczuk is a full-stack Java Deve-

loper focused on clean code, design patterns 

and simple readable solutions. Outside of 

work, he enjoys participating in sports such as 

running, weightlifting and boxing.
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T he growing interest in test automation is offset by the 
concern about risk. One of these risks is inadequate test 

design that can’t be used as the background for automated 
test scripts development and execution.

ALEXANDER ALEXANDROV 
LUXOFT RUSSIA

WRITEABILITY
VERSUS

READABILITY 
TEST DESIGN 
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Keep in mind, however, that the risk of inadequate te-

sting design is a problem with testing as a whole (outside 

the scope of test automation). High quality test design 

can simplify and speed up the process of the following:

• Manual tester (test execution)

• Automation test engineer (scripts development 

and execution)

• Test manager (manual and automation test result 

analysis)

TEST DESIGN  
AND REQUIREMENTS

Let’s go over test design basics. Testing is always per-

formed against requirements. The requirements are 

required to be:

• Completed

• Consistent

• Unambiguous

• Traceable 

• Testable

• etc.

To double-check them all it is necessary to start test de-

sign activities as soon as possible. Requirements are 

typically changed during project performance. These 

changes are to be reflected in test design and test scripts.

Data-driven testing is based on the separation of test 

steps and test data, allowing for two things:

• Increasing the number of test data (typical action 

in test automation) without a test script update

• Decreasing the time of the test execution by direc-

ted data selection based on equivalence partition, 

boundary values, pairwise testing, etc. 

WHAT IS A TEST CASE?

A test case consists of format and content. The basic 

format is the same everywhere (see Luxoft, RUP, Ma-

croscope), which is the following:

1. Step #

2. Action

3. Expected result

THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS

The main question is: Is the context adequate to thefor-

mat? Consider the typical test case (Figure 1, page 41):

The questions for this test case are:

•  What do the terms “few,” “any,” or “for exam-

ple” mean?

• How we can double-check the price?

•  How we can double-check that it’s not considered 

a defect when the button is not available? 

•  How many times we must repeat steps 2-7 and how 

do we find data for these repetitions?

Note that these questions appear in both manual and 

automated testing.

WHAT IS THE (UPDATED)  
TEST CASE? 

We can modify the test case structure to be the following:

• Step # (No changes)

• Action (No changes)

• Input data (the user can type/select/press/etc.)

• Expected result (All double-checks when the action 

is performed)

So we get a better test case result (Figure 2, page 41):

REPETITIONS AND WORDING 

Some of the aforementioned issues are now resolved, 

but steps remain.

The next steps are to get rid of the following:

• Constructions like “Repeat steps from … to …” that 

may cause confusion during manual testing and 

make the automated test script more complicated 

and difficult to update (do not forget about require-

ments changes)

• Words such as “corresponding,” “any,” “appropria-

te,” etc. (Figure 3, page 41)
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Figure. 1 The typical test case

Figure 2. A better test case

Figure 3. Sample of the use of “corresponding” within the text

Step Action
est 
inputs

expected 
results

Prerequisites: 
There are few products in the catalog;  

Registered account available. 

STEPS:  
1. Navigate to storefront as guest user.  

2. Select any category with few products  
3. Mouse over on any product image. 

Expected result: System displays the 'Quickview' button for product. 

4. Click on 'Quickview' button. 

Expected result: System open Quickview window for product. 

5. Click 'Add to cart’ link in the window Quickview with product (if button is not available - select 

any variations for product e.g. size, color, quantity, etc) 

Expected result: After the customer clicks the 'Add to cart' link, system adds the product to 

the cart and returns to the top of the Quickview - Product Landing page. Mini-cart window 

appears in right-top corner of the page. 

6. Click on the link „1 Item, Total: $XX.XX” (which is placed in right-top corner of the page above 

the search field) 

Expected result: System open Cart page. 

7. View the price in the cart. 

Expected result: Assure that system displays two pricing columns: 

Price and Total Price, for example:  

     $XX.XX                        $XX.XX 

8. Navigate to storefront as registered user. 

9. Repeat steps 2-7 for registered user. 

Expected result: The same as for quest user.

Create a distribution requirement using Update Data Item

15. Login as Engineering Release User Group User is logged in

16.

Open Data Items/Update Data Item screen 

Fill Data Item Number and Acronym fields with values 

correspond to Test Case Input Data Description. 

Click Search button

The data item is found

17.

Fill the fields with values correspond to Test Case Input 
Data Description 

Click Done button

The data item is updated

18. Repeat test steps 16-17 for all test data
Test Case Input Data Description 
stepst ##66-85

2. Start generic xml feed
Generic xml feed is finished without any errors. Corresponding data 

item exists in the DB (table DI_DATA_ITEM)

#
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FEEL THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN ACTIONS  
AND EXPECTED RESULTS

The next activity is to separate mixed actions and 

expected results (Figure 4.).

Figure 4. Mixed actions and expected results

The rules are:

• All actions are placed in the „Action” column (for 

example, step 12).

• All expected results are placed in the „Expected 

Results” column (for example, steps 13 and 14).

This reduces the number of test case steps.

12.

Launch „Send Expired 

Plotting Request 

Notilication” Batch

13.

Check Nottication for 

Hung Process: 

1) Check mail 

2) Find email with 

subject „Send Expired 

Plotting Request 

Notification Batch 

processing Notification”

There is no new email 

with subject „Send Expired 

Plotting Request Notification 

Batch processing 

Notification, except email 

which has been sent at 

time= 

date_received_email_1.

14.

Check that time of 

Hang Notification is 

NOT saved for the 

running 2nd Batch 

Processing Session: 

Run SQL script

select b.cmbat_name as batch_name

   b.cmbat_is_working as

is_working

   b.cmbat_is_successful_finish

as is_successul_finish

   b.cmbat_last_start_time as

last_start_time

b.cmbat_hang_notification_sent

as hang_notification_sent

   from CM_ESCM_BATCH b

where b.cmbat_name=

'com.boeing.ADADSR.plotting.expiration.batch.Main';

Hang Notification Sent = 

hang_notilicatint_sent_2

“LE MIEUX EST L’ENNEMI DU 
BIEN” (THE BEST IS THE ENEMY 
OF THE GOOD)
The next step is to get rid of universal scripts where UI 

depends on the test data (Figure 5, page 43). Figure 6 

(page 43) shows another example of universal scripts. 

There is a universal “Execute action” command on test 

case step 5 that is executed as “Move 1 element …” for 

data set GU-01 and as “Move all elements …” for data 

set GU-02. Nevertheless, it means a mix of test case 

steps and test data that leads to more complicated 

manually-tested actions and automated test script 

code. In this case it may be better to develop more 

test cases that will be simpler and easier to under-

stand, automate and maintain.

#
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Figure 5. UI depends on test data

Figure 6 One more example of universal scripts

12.

Check the 

Search 
Results 
section.

There are the following columns in the Search Results section:

• Option No,

• Option Name,

• Airline,

Only for '777', '767', '747' models • LavType,

Only for '787' model • LavFamily,

• Dash #.

13.

Check text 

in the upper 

right part of 

the form.

There is the following text in the upper right part of the form:

'Select your search criteria and hit „Search” or hit „Reset” to 

reset form and specify new search criteria.'

14.

Set value for 

the Search 
Criteria field.

Field Option No,

Value is option No for

'Standard_For Search1,

Standard1’

For Test Automated: Option No value is 

<sOptionNo1>

<sOptionNo1> can be retrieved from 

212.sql

Option No value is <Option No for 'Standard_For Search1, 

Standard1'>.

Option Name field is disabled 

For Test Automated:

Option No value is <sOptionNo1>.

<sOptionNo1> can be retrieved from 212.sql

Test Step Input Data Expected Results
Actual 
results

[Save]

5. Execute actions.
Actions - see at 'Test Case Input Data 

Description'

Expected Results according to „Test 
Case Input Data Description”

6. Click on button
Button - see at'Test Case Input Data 

Description'

Expected Results according to „Test 
Case Input Data Description”

7.
Verify columns in Search 

Result Table.

Expected Results according to „Test 
Case Input Data Description”

8. Select Log out from menu. Test User is logged out.

Test 
Set #

Test Step Parameters Input Value Expected Results
Actual 
results

Dataset GU-01— Hide 1 column in Search results table (General User)

1.

1 User (with role) User19 (General User)

5

Move 1 elementfrom left (Display 

Columns) to the right (Hide Columns). 

Record the elements in the Display 

Columns table.

The selected element is displayed 

in the Hide Columns table

6 Click [Save] button
The Customize Columns forrn is 

closed

7
All recorded columns are 

displayed in Search Results table

Dataset GU-02— Displayall columns in Search resultstable (General User)

2.

1 User (with role) User19 (General User)

5

Move all elementsfrom right 

(Hide Columns) to the left 

(Display Columns)

All elements are displayed in the 

Display Columns table

6 Click [Save] button The Customize Columns forrn

2.8.4. Test Case Input Description

#
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WHAT TEST CASE IS 
RECOMMENDED IN  
DATA-DRIVEN TESTING?

Test Case Format:

• Step #

• Action

• Input data (all that the user can type/select/press /etc.)

• Expected result (all checks out when the action is 

performed)

Test Case Content:

• No explicit cycles – use several data sets

• No unambiguous constructions – use explicit data 

values or references

Data Set:

• Roles, values

• References to data storage items

Data Preparation:

• Preconditions (database content)

• SQL queries execution

• Ad hoc test cases

HOW TO KNOW IF YOU’RE  
ON THE RIGHT PATH

Criteria:

• There is a reasonable balance between test case 

step complexity and test dada complexity

• Sometimes it’s a good idea to develop two or 

three similar test cases with strictly reduced test 

data volume

BENEFITS

The pluses are:

• Manual testing – an increase of test execution 

reliability

• Automated testing – increased understanding of 

automation testing efficiency and results

ALEXANDER ALEXANDROV 
Alexander is a Senior Team Leader working 

for Boeing in Delivery Center #6.  Alexander 

performs various roles, including Test Mana-

ger, Test Lead, Test Designer, Tester, Technical 

Writer and Project Manager. In addition, he is 

involved in process analysis and improvement, 

as well as test processes gap analysis consul-

ting.  He works as a trainer in Luxoft’s Training 

Center, where he conducts ad hoc trainings in 

the area of testing, and in the Knowledge De-

partment, where he conducts training courses 

as a ISTQB® Certified Tester, Foundation Level.  

Alexander is a member of the ISTQB national 

board – RSTQB. Prior to joining Luxoft in 1999, 

he worked at Moscow University as Senior Re-

search Officer. Alexander has a PhD in Mathe-

matics, is an Associate Professor of Computer 

Science and holds a senior research scientist 

designation. He has 40+ years of experience. 
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SMART APPLICATIONS

INTEGRATING
THE WORLD OF

IN CARS

NAM VAN TRAN & TUAN ANH NGUYEN 
LUXOFT VIETNAM 

W ith smart phones, smart watches, smart TV, and smart devices eve-
rywhere, everyone realizes that we are living in a smart application 

world. Nowadays you have a car and a mobile phone and you use 
the applications on your mobile via car’s infotainment head unit (HU) 

screen and key inputs for the sake of convenience and safety. This 
article introduces technologies designed to provide drivers access to 

familiar mobile applications while staying focused on the road ahead. 
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This technology is the result of joint work between mobile 

service providers and automobile manufacturers, where 

the automobile manufacturers integrate the mobile in-

frastructure running the host platform for mobile appli-

cations into the head unit, and mobile service providers 

support compatible mobile applications which can con-

nect seamlessly with it. To use the technology, the head 

units of cars need to support a host platform to run and 

control compatible mobile apps.

DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

The Nokia Research Center introduced a technology, 

Terminal Mode, at the Frankfurt International Auto 

Show (IAA) in September 2009. The first car integra-

tion system was exhibited at the Geneva Auto Show in 

March 2010, using a Nokia N97 prototype implemen-

tation of Terminal Mode. In 2011, the Car Connectivity 

Consortium (CCC) was formed as an organization ca-

tering to the cross-industry of automotive and mobi-

le services. Under a trademark of the CCC, Terminal 

Mode changed its name to MirrorLink.

CONTENT APPLICATIONS 
& SERVICES

DISPLAY USER INPUT
SPEAKER  
& MICRO

CONSUMER 
ELECTRONICS  

DEVICE

AUTOMOTIVE 
HEAD UNIT

INTERNET

DISPLAY CONTROL 

AUDIO VOICE

Figure 1. Terminal Mode concept [1]

Apple and BMW Group’s Technology Office in the US 

first developed a feature call “iPod Out” that allowed 

the projection of media streams in iOS devices to the 

car HU. At the Apple Worldwide Conference (WWDC) 

2013, Apple announced their “iOS in Car” program. 

The first launch of today’s “Carplay” feature was intro-

duced at the Geneva Motor Show in March 2014. 

As an answer to Apple, Google announced Android 

Auto on June 25th, 2014 at a Google I/O conference. 

In May 2015, Hyundai became the first manufacturer 

to offer Android Auto, making it available for the first 

time in the 2015 Hyundai Sonata.

In an effort to make Ford cars among the smartest on 

the road, Ford Motor Company launched Ford SYNC in 

2007, and continuously developed its connectivity solu-

tions to support a wide range of applications, including 

telephones, emergency services, Applink, navigation, 

vehicle health report, etc. In 2013, Ford opened up Ap-

plink, which allowed iPhone and Android-based devi-

ces to run compatible applications using a car’s buttons 

or voice commands as a SmartDevice Link (SDL) open 

source framework to automakers via GENIVI Alliance.

In 2011, Luxoft started iviLink development with the goal 

of becoming an open source standard for smart device 

connectivity. In 2013, Luxoft and Ford announced the 

combination of SDL and iviLink into SDLP (SmartDevice 

Link Profile).[7] 

#
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Manufacturer CARPLAY ANDROID 
AUTO MIRRORLINK SDL

MERCEDES-BENZ

AUDI

FORD

TOYOTA

HYUNDAI

VOLKSWAGEN

CHEVROLET

HONDA

Feature area FUNCTION CATEGORY

AUDIO Music, radio, audio book 
players

Entertainment

TELEPHONING  
AND MESSAGING

Phone call, text notification, 
playback messages, speech 

reply
Communication

NAVIGATION Maps, traffic, route guide Navigation

CARPLAY ANDROID AUTO MIRRORLINK SDL

REQUIREMENT iOS 7.1 or later
Android 5.0 or 

later
MirrorLink 

enabled phones.
SDL supported 
applications.

Table 1. A short list of automobile manufactures with supported mobile platforms [8][9][10]

Table 2. Mobile  

device requirement.

Table 3. Supported 

features, but still 

extending.

OPTIMIZING THE DRIVING 
EXPERIENCE

A big challenge of integrated auto technology is en-

suring safety for drivers while on the road. When An-

droid Auto was introduced, Timothy Jordan, head of 

Google Platform DevRel, said, “People spend 1 hour 

a day in the car and check their mobile 125 times 

a day. The car keeps going while the phone keeps it 

connected. But using a mobile while driving a car can 

be distracting; in fact, 25% of accidents in US are cau-

sed by people fumbling with their phones.”

This technology opens up a virtual world of mobile ap-

plications to car users and helps drivers avoid using 

Those technologies are 

included in the new 2016 

and 2017 car models of 

many auto manufacturers. 

The following table (Table 

1) shows a short list of ma-

nufacturers and their sup-

ported mobile platforms. If 

your car HU does not offer 

these technologies, you 

can find many 2016 model 

aftermarket HUs that sup-

port both Carplay and An-

droid Auto. Some famous 

vendors include Pioneer, 

Kenwood, JBL and JVC.

handheld devices while driving. People can go to app 

stores to download compatible apps for their suppor-

ted platform. The platform provider (Google, Apple, 

MirrorLink, SDL) also provides API suits or SDK for pro-

grammers developing customized applications. 

Because of safety issues, not all applications are suita-

ble for cars. There are quality and safety requirements 

that a custom application needs to satisfy. The follo-

wing tables and figures show feature limitations and 

application processes.
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STRENGTHS OPPORTUNITIES

• Familiar platform as mobile devices such as  
Android or iOS

• Users can download applications via app store
• Low hardware cost

• Can be integrated with “Internet-of-Things” trend
• The development can expand to aftermarket HU 

providers

WEAKNESSES THREATS

• Not appropriate for security and safety applications
• Driver distraction issues are more difficult to 

manage
• Available of services can be limited to specific 

handsets and operating systems

• Limited adaption of industry standards could  
slow development of universal solutions

Figure 2. Android Auto app development process [8]

Figure 3. Mirrorlink app types and life circle [3]

STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES

The strengths and challenges of the technology can 

be summarized via the SWOT model below.

•  Design for Auto

•  Adhere to driver distraction requirements

•  Meet Auto App Quality

DESIGN

DEVELOP

OPT-IN
UPLOAD
PUBLISH

REVIEW NOT APPROVEDAPPROVED

Standard Application 

Does not appear on server device's App List presented to client 

device.

Developer uses MirrorLink SDK. 

IOP testing performed on app or Device Manufacturer approves 

app. CCC CB creates App certification entry available in ACMS.

Driver Distraction testing performed on app or device 

Manufacturer approves app. CCC CB changes certification status.

MirrorLinkTM App Base-Level Certified 

MirrorLinkTM Aware App Except: 

• App Does Have a Certificate 

• App appears in Applist & Certified Applist 

• App has been tested Tor IOP

• App can use MirrorLinkTM logo and MirrorLinkTM Certified Logo in 

listings and marketing materials.

MirrorLinkTM Aware App 

• Informs MirrorLink software stack that application certificate may 

be available.

     • Mobile device platform provided as part of SDK/API

     • Provides information required for listing in App List 

     • Specific to each mobile device platform 

• Does NOT have a certificate (yet)

• Appears on server device's App List presented to client device

• Does NOT appear on server device's certified applist presented to 

client device

MirrorLinkTM App Drive-Level Certified 

MirrorLinkTM Certified App Except: 

• App has been tested for driver distraction 

• App certification includes restricted mode flags. 

• App can use MirrorLinkTM logo, MirrorLinkTM Certified Logo and 

MirrorLinkTM Drive in listings and marketing materials. 
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he led a team of 12 developers. Tuan Anh has 

experience working on-site for clients in Korea 

and Korea. He is a key team member for Auto-

motive DC and Luxoft Vietnam as a whole.
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Nam is a Programmer (Automotive D.C.) and 

has worked for Luxoft Vietnam for 2 years. Cu-

rrently, he works under Tuan Anh carrying out 
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DIMITAR KAPITANOV  
LUXOFT BULGARIA

REMOTE WORK 
HOW TO CONVINCE YOUR BOSS IT’S A 

GOOD IDEA

E ven now, in the 21st century, 
remote work is a rare excep-

tion in IT companies. The core 
reason is management re-

sistance. The long list of bene-
fits - economic, environmental, 

and personal - are not enough 
to convince management to allow 

employees to work from home. 
Well, this response is irrational.  

LIGHT READING
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WE CANNOT CHANGE 
IRRATIONAL BEHAVIOR WITH 
RATIONAL ARGUMENTS
This is why simply listing the benefits of working from 

home to your boss isn’t going to work. It’s like trying to 

convince a smoker to quit by listing the reasons that 

it’s unhealthy. The smoker agrees in general, but he 

continues to repeat the behavior. So, what we can do? 

If the boss is turning down your proposals to work from 

home, he must have some other reason.

ASK WHY

We want to address our boss’s concerns (real or not). 

His initial answer could be avoidant, trying to avoid a di-

scussion about it. So it is good to repeat the “why” qu-

estion three times, to dig deeply enough to get at the 

root of the reason for rejection. Here are the most com-

mon manager concerns I have encountered so far.

CONCERN 1: WITHOUT SUPERVISION, 
PEOPLE WILL WORK LESS

First, practice proves exactly the opposite – remote wor-

kers achieve more than office workers (see the results 

from Stanford University study, https://web.stanford.

edu/~nbloom/WFH.pdf). Because workers have fewer 

interruptions, meetings, and distractions from colleagu-

es, they are able to accomplish more. Moreover, these 

workers want to protect the option of remote work. Ho-

wever, what your manager is really saying with this con-

cern is “I do not trust you.” How do you address this?

Obviously, you need to gain your manager’s trust. You 

need to show that you are conscientious and capable 

of self-organizing priorities, and that you can be tru-

sted to deliver on your promises. Most importantly, you 

must demonstrate that you know the project well eno-

ugh to work without constantly asking for assistance 

from colleagues.

We suggest starting small when it comes to remote 

work, such as one day a month. It will be experimental, 

and if the result is unsatisfactory, you can go back to 

working the traditional way. It is important to start out 

with small and reversible goals. The manager will feel 

better that the change is reversible. After everything 

goes successfully, working from home may become 

more frequent and acceptable.

CONCERN 2: THE TEAM WILL NOT 
COMMUNICATE EFFECTIVELY IF 
PEOPLE ARE NOT TOGETHER

This sounds strange. Remote communication technolo-

gies have evolved so much in the last years that they allow 

real time remote communication. What the manager has 

in mind is something like the following scenario:

A programmer has a problem. He goes to the colle-

ague at the next desk (or cubicle) and asks for help. 

The other colleague postpones his own task to explain 

how to solve the problem. Our programmer solves his 

problem quickly, but a remote programmer can’t talk 

face to face. If the situation is critical, then who knows 

how long it will take for the problem to be resolved?

Imaginary situations like the above one are truly rare, 

particularly for long-term, experienced team mem-

bers. But how do we cope with this concern?

If the application is so critical that it requires a solution 

in under an hour, there should be a support team ava-

ilable 24/7. If the technical problem is so serious that the 

remote programmer cannot handle it, someone else 

should handle it (instead of explaining to someone else 

how to handle it). If the problem isn’t critical, the remote 

programmer can communicate via electronic channels 

as he normally would. So, the “keep everybody together” 

policy is not an obstacle for remote working. 

Some progressive companies even go so far as to di-

scourage verbal communication to enforce good do-

cumentation and reduce issues of irreplaceable staff. 

This is a bit extreme, but nonetheless it is interesting 

to note.

#
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CONCERN 3: WORKING FROM HOME 
INCREASES SECURITY RISK

Security measures have to be taken anyway, with or 

without remote work. Common practices include VPN 

connection, hard disk encryption, firewall and anti-vi-

rus software, screen privacy filters, two factor authen-

tication and so on. The technical solutions are already 

in place. You have to reassure the manager that the 

same office security measures will apply to your remo-

te workstation too. You must establish a same security 

policy. That way, if a hacker can target a specific remote 

programmer and breach his or her security, well, then 

it could happen to that employee at the office, too.

CONCERN 4: IF I ALLOW ONE PERSON 
TO WORK FROM HOME, EVERYONE 
ELSE WILL WANT TO DO IT TOO

If remote work is such a privilege, why is the manager not 

using it to his or her advantage? Remote working could 

be leveraged as a reward. We know that awards are not 

equally distributed to everyone. Such an approach will 

increase the satisfaction and morale of the team, and 

can be used as a means of attracting new talent. In to-

day’s highly competitive IT market, most companies of-

fer comparable packages, in terms of technologies and 

salaries. For a job candidate on the fence, the option to 

work from home could be the deciding factor, especially 

considering commute time and social privileges.

CONCERN 5: SOME COMPANIES HAVE 
HAD BAD RESULTS FROM EMPLOYEES 
WORKING FROM HOME

The most popular case that people cite for this is Yahoo, 

but other than that, there aren’t many examples. In the 

end, Yahoo revised its decision anyway, and returned 

to offering employees a work from home option. Com-

panies must apply carefully designed policies for em-

ployees working from home (see aside). Companies 

must do it right. That someone else failed is not justifi-

cation to not try at all. Companies can always return to 

standard office work and hours if necessary.

OFFER A WORK FROM HOME 
POLICY

When you suggest a remote work policy, you also want 

to relieve the manager of the burden of writing it. The 

idea is to simplify the manager’s life and reduce his or 

her energy expense to saying yes or no. That’s why you 

should prepare a draft written remote work policy in 

advance. Below is an example.

Remote Work Policy:

1. If an employee has been on a project for fewer 

than three months, he or she is not eligible  

to work from home.

2. No more than 50% of the team can work remotely 

on any given day.

3. Remote work is not permitted in the release week.

4. The team lead can veto remote work for specific 

employees if the employee needs to be present 

for supervision, knowledge transfer, or face-to-fa-

ce meetings.

5. Those working from home should be available  

at all times by phone, messenger and email.

6. Remote workers should follow company security 

measures described in <insert link to your compa-

ny security measures here> .

7. Each qualifying team member can apply for 

remote work according to schedule <insert link to 

your remote work schedule here>.

8. If an employee repeatedly fails to deliver on plan-

ned work, the employee forfeits the privilege of 

working remotely.

Note that the remote work policy doesn’t apply only to 

programmers, but also to testers, analysts, and mana-

gers. It takes time to break past old habits and become 

a truly remote worker, so don’t give up and retreat if 

you face some initial resistance. Nowadays, there is no 

valid reason for an IT worker to work from a specific 

fixed point on Earth.
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UNEXPECTED BENEFITS

The institution of a remote work policy will bring some 

unexpected positive side effects:

• Fewer conflicts and complaints about noise, smells, 

temperature regulation, gossip, etc.

• Poor performers cannot hide their performance  

by the appearance of looking busy, talking loudly  

in meetings and staying late.

CONCLUSION?

REMOTE WORK BENEFITS BOTH 
EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYER.  
THE KEY TO GETTING A WORK 
FROM HOME POLICY AT YOUR 
COMPANY IS TO ADDRESS YOUR 
BOSS’S CONCERNS ADEQUATELY 
AND TAKE IT SLOW. IF YOU GO 
THROUGH THESE STEPS AND YOUR 
BOSS IS STILL RELUCTANT TO LET 
YOU WORK REMOTELY, HE OR SHE 
NEVER WILL. STOP WASTING YOUR 
TIME AND ENERGY AND LOOK 
HERE: CAREER.LUXOFT.COM.

DIMITAR KAPITANOV
Dimitar Kapitanov works as Senior Java De-

veloper for Luxoft. He is also fan of Kotlin 

programming language and often talks about 

programmer paradise (the near future when 

computers will drive human life).
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ACROSS

1)  title of a TV series: mobile army surgical hospital

2) Los Angeles 

5)  call detail record as well as Common 
Data Representation 

9)  ability to execute multiple 
processes at the same time 

11)  cost and freight

14) database administrator

16) Resource Description and Access

17) long wave (in the radio)

18)  framework for storing data and running 
applications on clusters of commodity hardware 

19) question or request for information  

21) long-playing record 

23)  a chip or anything artificial that 
is put into someone’s body 

24)  the central and most important part of a system

26) graphical user interface

28) Internal Mobility

30)  Internet-based application or service that 
is hosted remotely, but also a simple puff

33) data collection or any series of actions

35)  a utility program performing one or 
a few simple functions devices

36) platform-as-a-service 

37) the number 1 

39) both Harley-Davidson, and high definition

40)  an interconnected network of 
computers infected with malware 
without the user’s knowledge

42) megabyte

43) document type definition

44) risk assessment 

45) social media

49) Electronic Data Interchange 

52) lives in Iraq 

53) extra-large

54) pilot’s cabin 

56) Liberty City 

58) single document interface

59)  the process of making a computer model 
of something to show how it works, but 
also the job of a fashion model

DOWN

1) integrated circuit

3) line of business 

3)  using software-based algorithms and 
statistics to derive meaning from data 

4) multi-user dungeon like the marsh 

5) creditor

6)  a setting, option that a computer uses 
if you don’t choose a different one 

7) resource name

8) lettering emblem of New York 

9) compact disc

10) championship title or/and hat for king 

12) advertisement, commercial

13) frequently asked questions 

20) user experience design

21) a stack data structure: last in, first out 

22) project manager

25)  the use of technology to identify people 
by one or more of their physical traits 

27)  corrects or updates an existing program [PATCH]

29)  can be the master of ceremonies or a rapper 

31)  automotive fascia, but also a graphical 
reporting of static or real-time data 
on a desktop or mobile device

32) notification or warning 

34) statistics – data, facts or measurements 

36) peer-to-peer 

37) thing, item, but also a data structure 

38) the opposite of yes 

41) not applicable as well as not available 

43)  distributed system for interactive analysis of 
large-scale datasets and handy piercing tool 

46) mathematics or simple counting at school 

47) movie 

48) put it in a socket... and play 

50) a party or other social event

51) Application Program Interface

55) knowledge discovery or knocked down

57) common interface or corporate identity

C I V I C P C W C G

N L O L K E Y B O A R D

A P P O B D I D

U B U F F M I S S I O N

T M D I P N N D

A A T R O J A N G Y R O

D E C A F E R I G H M

O B M W N Y C R A V E

B U G O A K K E G

E X E C B L I P O P E R A

E M A I L S O K L E

A S K L S O F T W A R E

D M U S E R S F Y L P

Answers from previous issue:

#
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VIDEO 
SCREEN 

Check out our Youtube channel - www.luxoft.com/youtube

Luxoft Romania 
Ride with us!

In Romania, IT is on the move - and we’re 
leading the way! With a plethora of op-
portunities, groundbreaking projects and 
great people to work with, Luxoft Roma-
nia is the place to be. Join us and make 
an impact!

Feedback Song 

For years, feedback has been considered 
the most efficient instrument of improve-
ment and self-development. We are used 
to learning from others’ observation of 
our behavior. Luxoft is working very 
actively on promoting feedback culture 
in the organization. Check out our new 
rhythm about feedback!

Luxoft USA
See what we’re about!

Meet some of our employees in the US, 
hear about the unique opportunities they 
enjoy, and learn what they appreciate the 
most about life at Luxoft.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NAw402ts74
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDtOIqWxKHTdtmVi8yr_D7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GsI-Jdj_Ic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uVLWVwZIBw&t=7s


Penang is a fascinating fusion of the East and West.  
Long regarded as the food capital of Malaysia,  

Penang also attracts visitors to its beautiful coastline. 

MALAYSIA

career.luxoft.com
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EXPLORE THE WORLD WITH LUXOFT!
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LoGeek Wroclaw

LoGeek Vietnam

Krakow Bussines Run 2016

LoGeek OmskKids Camp, Mexico

Planting Good Deeds, Romania

LoGeek Night, Kiev
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.Net Developers Days in Warsaw
HakerX – speed dating with recruiters in Krakow 
CareerCon in Wroclaw 
 IT Career Summit in Wroclaw  
Movember
Noble Box
Code Europe Krakow

October, 19-21
date

October, 22
November, 11  

November
December 

December, 5

LoGeek Night November, 17

JUG Meeting in Odessa
Java Day in Kyiv
Logeek Night in Dnipro 
SCR project official launch
Open Day for Automotive in Odessa
Online quest in Ukraine  

Logeek Night in Karaganda
Highload in Moscow
Winter Coding Festival in Moscow 

Best Employers Career Fair 
Planting Good Deeds

October
October, 14-15

October, 27
October
October

November

October, 20 
November, 7-8
December, 9-11

November, 4-5
November, 11-13

ISTA conference Sofia
Java2Days Sofia 

November, 16
November

DevDay4Women, Mexico

Team Building, Mexico

ITCareerSummit, Warsaw

IM World, Romania

LoGeek, Romania

Smart Home Reloaded - Create your own  
Intranet of Things with openHAB by Kai Kreuzer

November, 17

#
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LoGeek Wroclaw

LoGeek, Gdansk

Donor Day, Ukraine

Luxoft Office during

World Youth Day 2016 

Logeek Night, Vietnam

Java2Days, Bulgaria

Planting Good Deeds, RomaniaLoGeek OmskKids Camp, Mexico
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Editor: Dilya Salakhetdinova

For any comments, suggestions or requests for becoming a part of 
the next issue please write to LGmagazine@luxoft.com 
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